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THE INKWELl.
No.9
VolumeVII
ARMSTRONG ALUMNI RALLY TO NATION'S DEFENSE
I
REGISTRATION
PROCEDURE
Reg-istration for the summer
quarter will be conducted on
Saturday, June 13 and Monday,
June 15 from 9:00 to 1:00 and
3:00 to 5;00 on the first floor
of the Armatrong Building.
Instructions for the registra-
tion procedure are:
(1) Receive a schedule in
room 1.
(2) Carr-y this schedule tv
room 2 where it will be copied.
(3) Take the copy to room 4
and pay fees to the Treasurer.
The placement tests will be
given to all Freshmen in room
105, Herschel V. Jenkins Hall,
on the following schedule:
Monday June 15 11 :30-1:00
Mondav June 15 3:30-5:00
Tuesday June 16 8:20-10:00
Classes will be attended by all
students beginning at 10 o'clock
Tuesday.
THOMAS GAMBLE HALL TO OPEN!
FOR SUMMER QUARTER, JUNE 15th I~~~~~~==~
Structure To House I~~e-Aviation Cadet Program And ~n.
Chemistry, Physics lIsted Reserve Program Are Organized
And Biology Dep'ts Informal Reception Will To Prepare Students For
Be At Askew's Home Army and Navy
I
June 5 'Air Corps Exams
The latest addition to the grow- In order to assist students who
in.l':'Armstrong Junior College is I President and Mrs. Askew will wish to pursue college work in
Thomas Gamble Hall. the science entet-tain the members of the Soph- preparation for examinations which
building, located on the east side of cmore class with an informal re- will lead to commissions in the
Monterey Square. cep tion on Friday evening, June 5. .Aruiy or Navy Air Corps, and
Thus the college now has four It will take place at their home, 48 ensign's commissions for deck or
buildings, the Armstrong building, East 50th Street, from 8:30 to engineering duty in the Navy, a
the H, V. Jenkins Hall, the Mills 10:30 p. m. program of study has been worked
B. Lane building and the latest ad- Members of the college board will out at Armstrong at the sugges-
clition, the Thomas Gamble Hall be present, The faculty wives and tion of the Army and Navy. The
The three former buildings are 10- Miss Beckett, Miss Bain, and Miss first two years of this course is
cated in the block between Bull Mayo will assist Mrs. Askew as outlined for your assistance.
and Whiteker Streets on Gaston hostess. President and Mrs. Askew Both the Army and the Navy are
Street. are very anxious to have all soph- anxious to secure qualified aviation
The work on the two story brick omores visit them on this evening, cadets at the end of two years of
and reinforced building which be- college training. Many will be
gan last November is now almost Delta Chi To Give Annual deferred to complete degree re-
completed, lacking only electrlcal
l
Banquet and Dance quirements, and the Army and
and a few plumbing connections- Navy announcements on this sub-
It IS hoped that some classes Will, Delta Chi Soroity will give its ject can be secured by calling at the
be held there before the end of the I annual banquet and dance on Tues- President's office, Armstrong Junior
present .quarter. Iday, June 9, in the Gold Room of College.
Chemistry class:s under Mr~Ithe DeSoto Hotel. The banq.uet will It is important for students who
Fo~eman Hawes, biology and bac precede the dance which WIll start are p.hysically qualified to SeCU1'2
teriology classes under Dr, Ben at ten o'clock and last until one. a good foundation in English, math-
Painter, and physics classes under Sorority members, their dates and emetics through trigonometry,
~rof, Charles Williams will be held some of the faculty members will physics or chemistry, and history.
111 t~ebuilding. It is constructed es- attend the banquet. The new officers The program below is only sugges-
pecially to take care of these three will be installed and a group picture tive and may be altered if the nee-
scientific departments. will be taken of the members. essary requirements are taken.
Three laboratories, one for each Jimmie Reed's orchestra will Students still in high school should
department are in the building, la for the dance. Invitations to take geometry; and advanced alge-
the h . t d h sics labora p y bra and trigonometry will help inc enus ryan p y 1 - the dance will be given by members
tories being on the first floor, and of Delta Chi. preparation for the college pro-
the biology laboratory on the sec- "gram,
mid floor. The chemistry labora- ~============~== Fairly simple tests are given by
tory is equipped with fume hoods large, with plenty of space to move the services to the students before
around after stocks are in. ia ti > d t Ab •to allow the escape of gases and they become avia 1011 ca e s. au ..
One of the most notable features d t .fumesfrom the room. The biology 80% of Army ca e s are comrms-
I of the whole building is the fluor- . d 67~ fl 80 000aboratory contains a germinating SlOne; /0 as yers. ,
bed and a soil bed, as well as a escent lighting, which will no doubt students each year will be enrolled
fresh and salt water aquarium. be a great relief for some of the in the Navy's V-I program, About
It also has a d.a rk room and an" more studious pupils. Another mod- 20,000 will be chosen by examina-
ern feature of the lecture roomsr c. ft t th d f tanimal storage room, where the ex- bon to y a e en 0 wo years
, is the triple sliding blackboards of college work, 15,000 will CO'I-Penmental subjects are kept. ,~
which are arranged so that they. hei II k t dThe storerooms of the building, tinue t ell' co ege wor owar a
may be moved up and down. These d d th . de ·11goone for each department, are mod- egree, an e remam I' Wl
will be especially beneficial in the J·nto the Navy as ordinary seamen;ern and built according to govern-
ment regulations. They are very but about 75% of the latter group
(Continued on page nine)(Continued on page six)
'EIGHTY-FIVE FORMER STUDENTS
NOW SERVING IN ARMED FORCES
Two, William Rice and Arthur Davis,
Have Already Made Supreme Sacrifice
In World War No.2.
"They rallied to the cause of their country like the true
Americans that they are,"
They did not ever dream that they would in the near
future be involved in a world war, for they were students.
They enrolled in Armstrong Junior College as freshmen, got
kicked around by the sophomores, and in turn kicked around
the freshman class that succeeded them at the college.
MUSIC ROOM TO BE I They are the graduates and
former students that we are so
OPENED AS ADDITION proud of; the boys that have joined
TO LIBRARY the armed forces aad are now do-
ing their share to insure the world
that the Axis menace will not rise
to confront and imperil the peace
and happiness of the world that
they and their children will have to
Jive in.
Many of them had prepared for
other types of occupations or busi-
nesses, but when Pearl Harbor was
attacked on December 7, all other
pursuits were forgotten as their
true colors came to the front. They
came from all walks of life and
from the college itself to join the
armed services of the United States
and the allied countries. Some
held commissions in the air corps
and some held commissions in the
"army and many others entered as
privates and aviation cadets.
They are now stationed at bases
all over the world on warships, in
every corner of the globe and they
are now flying planes in all of the
many war zones of this titanic
battle, Some, too, are in the mer-
chant marine of our country, which
because of the submarine peril on
the coasts, are doing just as import-
ant and an equally dangerous job
as fighting on the front. Others:
are in other allied branches ail
oM AY BE DISOONTINUED BE- over the world.
CAUS'E OF WAR Armstrong Junior College boasts
that eighty-five graduates and
Armstrong offers N. Y. A. schol-
former students of the college arearships to those students who need
financial aid in order to attend col- now in the service of the United
lee-e. Because of the war and a Nations and it reverently adds that
decreased allotment of funds, how- two have already made the su-
ever, the exact number of scholar- preme sacrfflce in this conflict.
ships that will be given next year The college does not attempt to
is 'not known. In fact, there is
d bt t h th list the roll of honor of the collegeeven some au as 0 weer or
not the N. Y. A. scholarships will amid rolling drums and blaring
be continued. bugles, but it does it in the way
The students working on N. Y. the boys would most probably want
A. are given jobs to suit their per- it-in a modest listing, as the stu-
sonalities and abilities, and as a re- dents continue their studies at the
suIt they are able to obtain experi-
ence while they are helping to pay college.
their way through college. This roster, complete and accu-
For information concerning rate, according to information gath ,
these scholarships see Professor F. ered by the Inkwell is as follows:
M. Hawes, who is the N. Y. A. ~_
supervisor for Armstrong.
WILL BE SPONSORED BY
MUSIC CLUB
President Askew has announced
plans for the opening of a music
room as an addition to the library
as soon as a room can be made
available in the Armstrong Build-
ing by the opening of the Science
Building.
The Music Room will be sponsor-
ed by the Music Club but will be
for the benefit of the entire student
body. The Music Club will give
to the school Dubussy's Preludes,
Schumann's Carnival Ballet Suite
Strauss' Also Sprach Zarathustra
and Handel's Water Music. Before
the room opens the club hopes to
buy or have donated Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony from which Arm-
strong's Alma Mater is taken and
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, which
is the Victory Symphony. They
also want Tschaikovsky's Fifth and
several operatic selections. Several
students have agreed to lend selec-
tions from their private collections
to the library for one or two.weeks.
Donations or gifts to the Music
Room will be appreciated.
N. Y. A. Scholarships
Offer Financial Assistance
To Needy Students
(Continued on page eight)
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:::::::-Page Two observa tions
TO THE STUDENTS:
Just a few months ago we were living together in
a comparatively serene community. Now the graduates
of our young college are fighting for their country all
around the globe. Two have made the supreme sac-
rifice.
You and I can keep the faith by working earnestly
at the business of educating ourselves until we are
called to a more important task.
The members of the faculty and the students of
Armstrong desire very much to do the things that
will best serve the needs of the country. Some of the
faculty will be called into the military service soon,
along with many of you. On the other hand, our gov-
ernment has taken steps to encourage colleges to remain
open and train men and women for the tasks ahead.
The faculty will make its contribution by speeding up
the program to train you as rapidly as possible. You
will do your part by working harder than you ever
worked in your life.
We can not defeat the enemy by remaining idle
and vacation'ng while the assault upon our life and
liberty goes methodically on twenty-four hours a day.
Our enemies will not 'play this summer.
Only hard work and ingenuity can win the war.
We must train, specialists as rapidly as possible. Well
trained college students may be the deciding factor
in this war.
We are closing a very successful chapter in the his-
tory of Armstrong. Those of us who return will be
working and praying for those of you who have taken
up other tasks. And One day when the war is won we
WIll meet and plan a great future for our college.
J. THOMAS ASKEW.
THE INKWELL
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Exchanges
"Who was that peach I saw you with last nite?"
"That was no peach-that was a fruit salad 1"
"What?"
"Yeh, she was sour as a lemon, slippery as a
banana, and when I squeezed her she hit me in the
eye like a grapefruit!"
* * * *
Yehoodie Yells
A drizzle is just two drips going steady.
A friend in need is a friend to keep away from.
Youth respects old age only when it's in the
bottle,
A girl's college is an institute of yearning.
-Hyphen.
* * * >I<
The little old gray woman bent over the cherub
in the cradle, and said:
"Oh! You look so sweet, I could eat you."
Baby: "The hell you could; you don't have any
teeth l"
'" * * *
A rumba dancer starts at the bottom and works
fast.
First drunk:
Second drunk:
First drunk:
'" * '" *
"We'rr, getting closer to town."
"How do you know'?"
"We're hitting more people."
'" * '" >I<
Life of a Student
Once I was a freshie.
By sophomores I was bossed,
I wandered through spacious halls,
Bewildered, worried, lost.
THE INKWELL
'President'saessagv In this, the last issue of the INKWELL
the staff wishes to express its appreciatio~
to the advertisers, to the many people wh. 0
ha ve helped us in var ious ways, and to Our
faculty advisor, Mr. Kestler, whose whole.
hearted cooperation has served as a constant
inspiration.
This issue was planned to serve a two.
fold purpose: first, as a survey of Arm.
strong for the benefit of the new students·
second, as a reminder for the freshmen and
sophomores of the past year. In it we have
tried to give a cross section of life at Arm.
strong: its history, description of the classes
and of the various social and athletic organ.
I izations, and information about the faculty
I and student body.
We of the sophomore class now leaveto
the freshmen the responsibility of upholding
the standards of Armstrong. This year the
Frcsl.men made a good start; the school
spirit in that class was a fine example to us.
In reference to the new I KWELL staff we
arc certain that the paper they publish will
be excellent, if the issue which they publish.
ed by themselves this year is any indication,
With its fine start, the possibilities of its
student body, and the enthusiastic guidance
of its faculty, Armstrong is equipped to go
far. In the seven years since its founding
,the College has achieved a high standing in
I
the community, and in place outside the city
as well. Students from Armstrong whohave
gone to other colleges have been a credit to
themselves and the College in both scholas-
tic and extra-curricular activities.
With this record it i no wonder that
Armstrong attracts tudents from other
cities, and if Armstrong ha done this well
as a Junior College, the pos ibilities of Arm-
strong as a four year college are tremendous.
i So far we have heard nothing said on this
I subject, but we feel t ?t there would beldefinite advantages in having a senior col-
liege in Savannah. In the first place, Savan-
I nah students would not have to leave the city
to receive a diploma. In the second place
sorne students could h av [our years of col-
lege training which they would not otherwise
be able to have. avo nnah a a center of
charm and culture, i an ideal pot for a four
year college, and we as Armstrong students
would like to see this po ibility realized, It
will be impossible for many of us to go to a
senior college due to the effects of the war;
and if we are to receive advanced training,
our local institution will have to expand its
resources and provide facilities for study
beyond the freshman and sophomore years.
. This editorial has covered many sub-
jects in trying to convey the fact that Arm-
strong can have a future even more success·
f ul than its praiseworthy past. This future
depends to a large extent on the student
~ody. You students know that the faculty
IS working for the good of the school,and
it's your turn now to show that you are one
hundred pel' cent for Armstrong.
Now I am a sophomore,
And my presence is so dear,
That teachers have invited me
To stay another year!
* * * >I<
The Seven Ages of a Woman
The infant: the little girl; the miss; the young
woman; the young woman; the young woman; the
young woman.
'" * * >I<
Co-ed (preparing for exam): "Tell me does
your history give you any trouble?"
Roommate (absently): "No, I don't think
anyone around here has found out about it."
'" * * >I<
George Washington married Martha Custis
in due time became the father of his country,
* * '" *
and
A ~ETTER TO THE EDITOR
ATTENDANCE REGULATIONS
Dear Editor: some prospective advertisers two
In looking over the honor point thre 'e, or more times before they
revision of a recen t issue, I find can secure his ad. Then they have
that a reporter and solicitor on the t bo go ack and collect and this also
staff of the two publications re- becomes difficult at times
ceive only three honor points for It may be t f'
the work done during the school rue, 0 course that
year. some members of the staffs ~f the
papers who are classed
The job of the reporter and the as repor-t-
solicitor on these staffs is not to er~ are ,not doing any work, but
be underestimated because with- this also should be remedied and
those who are not ti I
out either of these, the publications ticipating in the PubtchI,ve y par-
could not possibly function as units '. IS mg of the, publicatione should not b II
as they have for the past year.. 'I.- e a owed
'h
to receive honor points
1 eir work has been "tops" and the I .
two publications are the best in n.cidenta~l~, this is not the fault
of the admmlstration but th
many years at the college. dents.onat I e stu-
But is their work appreciated? r t ,IDballly the reporters and so-
S ki . ICIors, ecause th t t ., pea mg for myself I don't ' e en atIve revi_
thO k ° • ' Slon was placed thIn It IS. The reporter spends I bo d f on ' e bulletin
Old Lady: "Here's a penny, my poor man. h to '. ar or approval
How did you get so destitute?" m
t
.ulc Ime I~ lookmg for his ar- of changes N or ~uggestion
ICe, gathermg material writin ' 0 correctIOns were
Beggar: "I was like you, mum, always giving d th . 0 ' g suggested so it
'
an en revlslllg the article before was assumed to be
away vast sums of money," approved b thhanding it to the editol'lS thO k y e students I do
A Tale Th r' . m that this h .
Two old maids went for a tramp in the woods. eb~o ICltors al~o haye to face corrected bef ' °hwever, should be
The tramp escaped. a pro em for theIr job and it i,s over ore t e school year is
not an easy one, They have to see .
Students are permitted three un-
excused absences per course, 'Ex-
cess absences must be satisfactor-
ily explained to the intructor in ~
charge of the course or to the pres-
ident if class work is to continue.
Special faCUlty action will be re-
quired before a student may re-
ceive credit on a course from which
he has been absent eight or more
times.
A. S. '--------
May, 1942
Numerous Social Activities Take Place at Armstrong in Past Year
INCLUDESDANCES KING AND QUEEN OF ARMSTRONGANDRECEPTIONS J
SocialSeason to End
Graduation Dance
With
As the school year draws to a
I it is noted in a review of thecase,
, activities that Armstrongyear s ..
has done much, particularly III a
social aspect.
Despite the fact that we had no
'Geecheesto roam the gridiron and
lend the irreplaceable football at-
phere to the fall program,mos .
Other items on the socialmany
caler,dar blossomed into being ~o
round out the list of extt-a-curri-
euler activities.
Beginning the social season at
Armstrong this year were t~e re-
ceptionsfor the students given at
the beginning of the fall quarter.
The President's Reception in the
lobb~rof the Armstrong Building
wasgiven for the purpose of a~~
quainting the students and their
parents with the faculty and the
buildingsof the school. Another
receptionwas given for the Fresh-
menby the 'I'heatre Board to ac-
quaint the new students with the
workof the Savannah Playhouse.
AlphaTau Beta Sorority and Del-
ta Chi Sorority both entertained
the freshman girls at the begin-
ningof the fall quarter with teas.
The first dance of the year was
givenby the Monogram Club in the
Armstrong auditorium. It was
givenon Hallowe'en, and the dis-
tributionof false faces and noise-
makersadded much fun to the cc-
THE INKWELL
CLUB
Page Three
NEWS
By ANNE HARMS
------'
Dot Finch and Gilly Helmken
This June 8th will bring to a
close the club activities for the '41-
'42 school year. The following is a
resume of what the various organi-
zations have done during these last
three quarters:
THE MUSIC CLUB
'L'he Music Club, you will remem-
ber, had some very interesting pro-
Igrams at which both classical and
semi-classical pieces we-re played.
One of their most interesting pro-
grams consisted of what you might
call "home talent;" for instead of
listening to singers such as Flag-
ated, and pianists such as RubenINKWELL were announced d M' 1
' an I 1 ISE:S Selma Jaworek and Celeste etein, they enjoyed singing a a
the coronation of the winners took Norr-is were eleced maids of honor. Bennett, Kibler, and McFarlandplace.
On Thursday, April 24, there was and piano playing a la Alexander.
The ball was invitational and a a parade from Armstrong Junior The Music Club had a card party
twenty-flvs, cents defense stamp College to the Lucas Theatre in in order to raise money for a vic-
was required as admission. Miss I which the Queen and her maids of trola which will be placed in a room
Alb~rta Robertson was gener-al honor were escorted by Staff Ser- of one of the school buildings and
chair-man of the dance. She was geants A. N. Phipps and Marion will be open to all of the college
ably assisted by Gilbert Helmken Little and Sergeant R. J. Law- students. Since this victrola is be-
and other members of The INK· renee of the Uni-ed States Marine ing made by Benjamin Wills'
WELL staff. I Corps. At the Hotel DeSoto Gov- brother, the club was able to get
Each organization of Armstrong I ernor Eugene Talmadge joined the it very reasonably.
was represented by a boy and a parade. At the Lucas Theatre an THE HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
girl as candidates for the honor. arch of crossed sabers was formed This year the Home Ec. Club did
The contestants were the Misses by a group of cadets from Benedic- a good deal of social work. 'I'hey
Dorothy Finch, Margaret Purdum, tine under which the Governor, the undertook the task of redecorating
Lucretia Edwards, Katharine Dur- Mayor, the Queen and her maids the little girls' bedroom at the
den, Caroline Marshall, Audrey of honor and their escorts entered Children's Home and made a big
Newton, Mary Wheeler, and Gil- the theatre. On the stage were the success of it. The beds and wood-
bert Helmken, Gene Griner, John Marine Band from Parris Island, work were painted, curtains and
ulliva n, Herbie Griffin, Dan Pat- Major Meigs O. Frost, who was bedspreads were made, and pictures
terson, John Ranitz, Zeke Gaines, master of ceremonies, Major A. C. were hung on the walls.
and Allan Laird. Small, Governor Talmadge, Mayor The .club members also followed
casion. diti f t kd Immediately following Inter-mis- G:amble,Staff'Sergeant William H. the old Armstrong tre 1100. a a-The first important stu ent 50-
sion the floor was cleared, the Fields, and Hudson Edwards. The ing charge of receptions, which in-cial event or the year was the an-
lights were dimmed, and as Allen Queen and the maids of honor were elude planning, making, and serv-nual Freshman Dance held De.
Douglas, the master of ceremonies, crowned by Governor Talmadge ing the refreshments and decor-at-cember12 in the Armstrong audi-
, announced their names, the con- and were eecorted to their thrones ing- the lobby. The club memberstorium. At this dance th Fresh- I d ti b
testants walked from the rear of after the crowning. On the stage a so serve at recep IOns g rven ymanQueenwas selected from five h C it F d th
the auditorium to the stage. Then Thursday night trophies were pre- t e ommum y arum an econtestants who had been previ- G 'H' I ' IS' I
Mr. Douglas announced the wim- I sen ted to the Queen and her maids eorg-ta IS onca ocre y.
ously named by th Freshman ilb HI' THE SPANISH CLUB
class as candidates for the coveted n 1'8 of the contest-G~ ert em-I of honor.
k n as King and MISS Dorothy The social activities of the The Spanish club, one of ourtitle. They were the Miss s Patty " h d h
Finch as Queen. The royal couple school will be brought to a close by newer organrzaions, as one mucJohnson, Mary Anne Wak man, dur-i it ho t xlst ce Among
wna scot-ted to their throne and a sophomore graduation dan-: urmg ISS r e en.
Rosa Smith, Grace walton, and . its other activities it has sponsoredCelesteNOI'r,'" From thi group crowned in a colorful and impres- plans of which are now being h
a tea dance, the high light of w ichith aive ceremony. formulated. This aff'air promisesof popularco-cds, Miss Rosa mit , 'I was a rumba by Senorita Mayo
On Aprd 17, Delta ChJ SOlOl1 Y to be one of the most successful so-was elected Freshman Que 11 and th A I . and Senor Duffy.
the other four nomin es served as gav a defense dance III e nrm- clal actlvltles of the ent~e y;ar, This club was organized to give
membersof the queen'g court for sL10ng aUdi~o.rlUm. Itdwa'h~ela y: I and the ~tudents are loa ng .01'- the students' a better understanding
Patriotic affan' With 1'e ,w I e, an ~v~a::r:;d:..:to::.:,.::.t~w::,~t::h~g~r:,e:a:l~a:n::t::,::".~p:a::t:lO:n;;'~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~the coronation, The queen was
blue decoratIOns and Army, Navy, Icrownedby her esc rt, Allan Laird,
in a colorful coronation ceremony and Marine recrUltlllg posters on
the wall. Defense stamps were Iwhich was planned and directed I
'
old at the door, and twenty so-by Professor Sanford M. Reece.
dICI'S from the Savannah An' Base IThe most important reception d Th b'ggest
h were invited to atten. e I Iof the year at Armstrong was t e . th last
annualHomecoming Reception held thrill of the ~venJng was bl e k ut I
' b' ak which was a ae 0 !10 the lobby of the Armstrong Ilno- Ie, • I
d The members of thIS so- IBUildingDecember 23. All alumni ance. I I' lans I
. . ··t are now camp e lllg p ,and students were inVIted to attend. 1011 Y . bid dance I
Th " , d f for then' annual anque ane receIVInglme was compose 0 . . th Gold
the faculty, a representative of the which will be gIlveDnSm
t
~ June
R of the Hate e a a 0 'present freshman and sophomore oom . I bone
I 9 d which prollllses a ec asses and a representative of ,an .' I events
h f Ihe ou tstand lllg soCJaeac graduating class. Miss Betty 0
BainWasthe faculty chairman and of the year. h lebrated I
M' R e tly Savanna ceISSDorothy Newton was the stu- ec n l' d by May-
dent chairman. Marine Week, proc alme 'Ih th's I
. '" ble In accord WI IAnotherImportant receptIOn glv- 01 Gam. I lected a
' I b ton Arms rang een III the lobby of the Armstrong ce e ra .d of
B 'Id' Q f Marines and two mal SUl 109 was in honor of the ueen a . de
k h 'I'h nominatIOns were rnaspea ers of the Institute of Citi- onor. e d th ominat-
. m bly an ose n Izenshlp. The students their pa- at an asse , I J orek
r t ' d' the Misses Se ma aw , '.en s, and many others who were e wele. Mar aret .Purdum,
Interested were invited to attend Rosa Smlth, M g Anne Wake-
this reception of which Miss Hain Grace Waltow
n, +- ai therine Mor-
had char man, Maud . es. a .~
. ge. D kes Celeste NorrI." I
Rlgh on the list of social events rell, Jean I U M' Turner Ruth
at A t th Mary Whee er, ary , .rlns rong this year was e d D thy Newton. The'
CorOnationBall given by The IN~- Schu.r, a; sec~:~ ballot took place I
~ELL On February 20. At thlS eleetI~~da y April 17. Miss Jean
,\~ncethe results of the contest for on F ':~s ejected Queen, and
mg and Queen sponsored by The Dukes
TEA DANCE SCENE
INKWELL DANCE
of the Spanish language and people.
Books are reviewed and the con-
versation is in Spanish.
DELTA CHI
Delta Chi began its activities
with a rush tea for the Freshman
girls. A dance was given Chr-ist-
mas in the Armstrong lobby in
honor of the new pledges.
Delta Chi did their part for de-
fense by having a cookie sale and
giving the proceeds to the Red
Cross. They also sold $10 worth of
Defense Stamps at the Military
Dance they sponsored. Their an-
nual dance and banquet will be
given on June- 9. Several house
parties were held at Tybee.
The members sold T. B. seals,
ushered for the -playhouse, and
sponsored two tea dances.
ALPHA TAU BETA
Alpha Tau Beta likewise began
their merry-go-round of social
events with a rush tea which was
soon followed with a card party,
This sorority had a weiner roast
and has already had its banquet at
the Savannah Hotel. They also
sponsored a tea dance, sold T. B,
seals, and ushered for the play-
house.
THE MONOGRAM CLUB
The Monogram club opened its
activities with a Hallowe'en dance.
It too, sponsored a tea dance and
had house parties at Tybee.
Three of its members have left
Armstrong to enter the armed ser-
vice of the U. S.
THE RIDING CLUB
The Riding Club has had a won-
derful time and some very thrilling
experiences; just ask some of the
members.
Dooley and Jo Beth can tell you
about the time their horses ran
away with them. We sleigh can tell
you about the time she was thrown,
and I can ten you how I got my
face all scratched up when my horse
began to rear.
However, in spite of the mishaps
the club members had some swell
rides.
THE MATH CLUB
The Math Club, instead of hav-
ing" outside speakers, gave their
own members a chance to express
their ideas on all subjects pertain.
in~ to Math. Some of the most
interesting talks were those on the
History of Numbers, Perpetual Cal-
endar, and Magic Squares.
One of their meetings was held
on the roof of the Annstrong Build-
ing where the members looked at
the stars and planets through a
telescope.
COUNCIL ON FOREIGN
RELATIONS
The Council on Foreign Relations
held most of its meetings in the
form of round table discussions,
although they did have a few out-
side speakers. This organizatio"l
had as its purpose a better under-
standing of the problems of the
world today and how we are going
to face them.
One of their most interesting
meetings was held at the home of
President Askew early in the school
year.
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COMMISSIONCOLLEGEJUNIORARMSTRONGEntrance Exams To TH E
Be Taken In
Jenkins Hall, June
15 and 16
Tests Will Include English,
SCience and Mathematics
Freshmen entering Armstrong
Junior College in June, and any
freshmen previously registered
who have not yet taken the ent-
ranee examinations, are required to
appear in Room 105, Jenkins Hall,
at the following hours for the fol-
lowing tests:
General Mathematics:
Monday, June 15, 11 :30-1:00.
General Science:
Monday, June 15, 3:30-5:00.
English:
Tuesday, June 16, 8 :20-10 :00.
Since these tests cannot be re-
peated before September, it is im-
perative that all freshmen be pres-
ent at the scheduled hours.
The principal purpose for which
these tests are given are these:
1. For teaching purposes, to
discover which students are weU-
prepared and -c~p~ble of doing coi-
lege work of good quality and to
discover which students are poorly
prepared and may need special at-
tention and remedial training.
2. For administrative purposes,
to enable the -admirrlstratdon to
evaluate teaching method's and ma,
tet-ials.
3. For guidance purposes, to as,
sist students to .choose wisely in
planning their educational, recre-
a.tional , and vocational programs.
4. For research purposes, to
provide objective data to enable in-
structors to plan their courses of
study and to select appropriate
materials and texts.
The results of these tests are not
used to lower the credits of enter-
ing students or to sectionize them
into slow and fast sections. How-
ever, each student is urged to give
the college his best performance on
the examinations in order that the
faculty may intelligently plan his
learning activities.
No formal preparation is expect-
ed of entering students who will
take the examinations, as they are
surveys of fields of ,study.
When the results of the tests are
available, students will be notified
to appear in Room 207, Armstrong
building for conference, at which
time they may compare their scores
with the state norms for the ex-
aminations,
. Back row: (left to right) John L.. Sut.li ve, William Murphey, Herbert L. Kayton and
MIChael J. Egan. Front row: (left to right) Mrs. Lucy B. Trosdal, Mayor Thomas Gamble
and Mrs. Charles D. Rus-sell. 'HERSCHEL V, JENKINS, CHAIRMAN
I '
I
:vemn~ wear. The clothing budget Sch I S
IS studied as an aid in obtaining 00 ongs' More Women
the greatest satisfaction from the Enroll In
money spent for clothing. ALMA MATER
Dress Design is correlated with leD 't
Textiles and Clothing, although it TiJlords by Marga.1'ct Spe'YIce1" Lube I ommerce ep.
is not a prerequisite. The princi- and Doris Folk, '39I f d ' Perelstine A ward Is Open
pes 0 esrgn and color are studied Alms Mater, through the ages,
and then applied directly to clothes Sfng ing thy undying fame ToFreshmen
I
design I . e> '... ' WIll thy sons and daughters cher-ish
The home . d An introductory course in food And defend thy golden name The aim of the School of Finance
economics epar-tment t'. . and Commerce is two-fold. It is de-
has two major aims: I prep~ra ton IS offered under the To each heart thy noble story
1 T I heading of Home Economics H. And thy calm and s-atel y grace sired, first, that every student in
t
. ~ prePjalre a student to en-I· Emphasis is put upon practical Herald thine immortal glory this department achieve a certain
er senror co ege and maj or- In f d k ' f i " b 'h . . .00 coo ery. No previous knowl- Armstrong, hail, all hail to thee' pro rciency In one or more usmess
o~e economics If 'such a course is edge of cooking is necessary. This . skills and second, that he or she
desired. course, as is every course in home Alma Mater, those before us have a comprehension of the in-
2, To. ~ive well rounded, prac- economics with the exception of Lift thine honor great and strong; terr-elaticnshi ps of the world of fin-
tical tr-aining to those who do not Meal Planning and Serving, is We who follow take their banner ance and commerce as a whole. The
plan to do advanced work in this open as an elective to any student Raise it with a fighting-song. ' praticality of this first objective
field. in the college. Consecrated is thy teaching, I has never been disputed and no
Briefly the home economics cur- The advanced course in food Sacred in thy marble height, course would be complete with-
riculum offers the following: ti . Glorious th" spit-it reachi ng lout it, but young men and women
prepar-a ion IS scheduled the quar-a. Clothing and Textiles. t f 11 ' Ever upward to the ligh t ! often fail to realize that business
er 0 OWIng the fundamental v,b. Dress Design (Art 11).. skill alone has sentenced thous-
course. As the title suggests, mealc. Fundamentals of Food Cook- I . ands of persons to monotonous,
p annmg and ways of service con- PEP SONG 'II
ery. stitute the main part of the work. ] -paid jobs. Although few peo-
d. Planning and Serving of Th I 1'"VOI'ds nncl Music by Claude pie are able to skip over the inital
e c ass meets for two laboratory .Meals. ' d W1lson, '40 rungs of the business ladder, ex-
per-to s each week and each girle. Nutrition (summer term only . h W t h pel'ienced business men are agreed
IS ,ostess for various forms of I a c out, foes, 'cause we're onat present) f I that the well-rewanled, l'esponsi-
'3InI y entertaining, such as fam- 'our way.f, Hom~ Planning and Furn- .1 Ch . ble positions are reserved for
I,y meals, buffets, teas, and recelJ- ,eermg Armstrong onward today.ishing. t-v 1 those, and only those, who have a
bons. Marketing, menu plannin'" v In or o!::e,good sports we will be
g. Sociology. food values, and discussions ;rl Gaining glory for dear old A. J. C: comprehension of the fundamental
Textile and Clothing (Home body needs are all included in the So hats off, all, in reverence to her relationships of the commercial
Economics 1) stresses the history, lecture periods. Give three cheers, hooray! ' world as a whole.
care, and use of textiles and fab- (Rah' R h' RhOne full year's work in account-
The nutrition course which is to . a. a!)rics, as well as the practical appli- b See her ba ft . ing is the 'heart of the Commercee offered this summer for the first nners ymg above her- C
cation of sewing principles. Each We 'L ourse, for it contributes to bothtime will be a fundamental course C3:n~ express it, but oh! gee! f th b
student makes three garments and how we love her! ?' e a ove aims. Skill training
models them in class. Two of these 'I So fight, fight is our song- IS also given in typing shorthand
are for street wear and one for (Continued on page ~ix) Onward, old Armstrong! and statistics. Econo:11ics, World
____ Resources, Insurance, Marketing,
"'11"'"~""U,"r---,,",,'"'~~-'~~ a~dhMoney and Banking are given_ ..~ Wit the idea of developing in stu-
de~ts. an understa nding of essential
, ~ prmclples of the widest application.
1ft ,Freshmen entering Armstrong
will be interested in the Perelstine
Award, Each year Mr. Joseph
Pel'elstine, well known Savannah
business man, makes a scholarship
award to the Freshman student
making the highest scholastic ave1'-
ag~ in those subjects taken in the
Commerce Department. The win-
ner of this prize receives the fol-
I~win~ quarter's work at the col-
lege without pay111ent of tuition.
. An interesting trend is begin-
mng to make itself evident in the
Commerce D-epartment. In years
past the students in this field wefe
pledominantly young men, but this
year a somewhat higher percentage
of young women· have enrolled,
This is an excellent thing for it
will enable us to meet the current
I
demand for. young women in busi-
(Contmued on page six)
Seven Courses
Offered In Home
,Ec. Department
Six Are Open As Electives
To Any Student
In College
Freshman Regulations
Freshman students are urgently
requested to abide by the following
regulations which have come to be
traditional at Armstrong and whiCh
are insisted upon by the sophomore
class:
1. Freshmen are required to en_
ter the Armstrong Building
through the Gaston Street entrance
throughout the Fall Quarter,
2. Freshmen. are required to
wear their freshman caps until 6:00
P. M. throughout the Fall Quar-
tel'. Men in the freshman class
are, of course, expected to remOve
their caps in the class rooms and
buildings or whenever they are un-
der cover. .
:1. It is traditional that Arm-
strong students always speak when
t~ey meet. This gives our institu-
bo~ an atmosphere of cordiality
which entering ,students are expect~
ed to continue,
. Standing". (left to right) 'Chari W ..
Registrar and French· 'ViIliam M D ~s . WIihams, Mathe matics' B
M. Strahl. Commerce: ·and Sanford· Maney, Socia.1Science!';; Kennet-h J e~a;;l1n 1'. Pa.nter. Bwlog}, Reuben. W H II d
et~. Typing and Stenogranhv., J, "'h· Reece, English., SiUing, (left t. _,ht")y, Spamsh; Charles B. Ke tl E ,. 0 an.
I,h
r ... J .L om~, A-k,w P d v.,I!; , Fn~6 ·n M H.w." Ch 'ter. ng ish; H"h'-t
" .arlan. G ~ , resl ent; Betty B. R.',n, v.~ G " .", •u Home Econ~m.cs' ;nd e~,s rY·EN,.eltaM. Beck_, ary lzabeth l\-Iayo,
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Well folks, it looks as if we've
about reached the end of the rope.
I know that many a tear will drop
whenI tell you that this is the last
time I will write this column (I
hope). Guess about the best place
to start is the beginning, so here
goes ....
There were no athletic events
during the first quarter but this
does not mean that nothing was
being done. The administration
was planning a basketball team
and a number of intra-mural ac-
tivities that would appeal to every
member of the student body. The
man picked to head these activities
was new to Armstrong but not to
the world of sports. Dr. Kenneth
Duffygot things moving and called
the first basketball practice late in
October. By the Christmas holi-
days he had developed two smooth
workingoutfits that had won quite
a few practice games.
Although our team did not win
the conference title, the boys gain-
ed the respect of every player in
the loop, When they dropped a
gamethe opposition knew they had
been in a battle. The team was
known throughout the league for ~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
::~l;htting spirit and sports- GIRLS SPORTS AN AFTERNOON IN
When the cageball campaign -- THE LIBRARY
endedthere were already plans for
swimming, softball and tennis.
These sports were picked because
of the interest shown before organ,
ization.
Practically every boy in school
has participated in at least one of
these intra-mural events.
Softballwas the first to get start-
ed and about forty students turn-
ed out. The faculty was well rep-
resented by Dr. Duffy, Mr. Wil-
liams, Mr. Kestler, and Mr. Reece.
After two weeks of practice
games three teams were picked.
Thenames were drawn out of a hat
so that every person would have an
even break. The teams are pretty
evenly balanced and all the games
have been close. Griffin's Assas-
sins are now leading the loop and
the Thunderbolts and Hurricanes
are strong potentialities for the
championship, The race is so close
that it is impossible to predict the
outcome.
The next on the list is the swim-
ming team. They lost their first
match of the year to Savannah
High, but this was no fault of
theirs, as most of the boys had been
practicing for not more than a
week. If they had been able to
have a few more workouts, the out-
come would have been much bet-
ter. The tankmen are led by Allen
Douglas, and we are sure that the
boys will come out on top in the
rest of the meets.
The tennis team has worked very
hard and has received little or no
publicity. After an elimination
tournament the team will probably
go to the annual conference meet.
As a rule the netmen make a 'fine
showing and if I'm any judge of
talent, A. J. C. will keep her fine
record intact.
A certain group of students sup-
port every activity, and they have
the praise of all-however, this is
a very small element and they
can't do it all. Armstrong will nev-
er rank high in intercollegiate
Sportsuntil the entire student body
takes an interest in our teams and
backs the players. .
I think the main trouble comes
By Gene Griner
'GEECHEE BASKETBALL TEAMS IN ACTION
By Julia Storer
The tennis team will begin action
soon and plans are being made to
have a singles and mixed doubles
tourney.
... So we write "finis" to a grand
year and leave behind us a spirit
of cooperation that we hope will be
carried on throughout the years.
Puff! Puff! Puff! We're all out
of breath. It's a long climb to the
third tloor, but well worth the
trouble to find a quiet place to
study and a cool breeze.
As we enter the reference room,
we see several freshmen busily col-
lecting material for English I term
papers. Pamphlets on nylon, ref-
erence books on diesel engines, and
novels and travel books on China
bear witness to the various inter-
ests around which these papers
are being written. At another ta-
ble students of the Hunumiiiee
are reading the Chaucer Hand-
book, consulting Bulfinch's Myth-
ology, or using the Handbook to
Literature, Two girls are count-
ing calories with the aid of some
Home Ec reserve 'books, while In-
side Latin America is providing
interesting reading for another
student.
A boy from Biology lab dashes
up to get a book on Invertebrates
to settle a dispute, and stops to
look at the table display of pamph-
lets on the Army, Navy, and Ma-
rine Corps. He wants to check
out Navy Wings .. What Do These
Mean to You, and the librarian telIs
him he may have it for the reg-
ular two weeks period.
We settle down for some good
steady reading in political science
when we notice that the boy across
the table is 'Scratching his head over
a statistics problem. He has a
statistics reserve book over which
he is poring, and we hope that
he'll soon get the answer!
After an hour of study, we go
for a stroll on the roof and have a
cigarette. As we return, we see
that the bulletin board displays
book jackets of some books on
Democracy. Hands Off: a History
of the Monroe Doctrine sounds like
good reading, and reminds us that
we haven't looked at the new book
shelf recently, so we hurry back to
the periodical room. ..The Moon
Is Down by John Steinbeck has
"We came, we saw, we conquer-
ed." That's the finale to write "to
the moat successful season any
girls' basketball team has had in
the history of A. J, C. Letters were
presented to twelve members of the
team at the regular assembly per-
iod. Eight of these players were
freshmen, and we know that they
will carryon this splendid record
next season. So here's wishing
loads of luck to the Frosh.
The softball team is in full swing
now. We have such stars as
"Solid" Harms, "Slugger" Wake-
man, "J. B." Bernstein, "Sport"
Storer, "Flash" DeLoach, etc. We
are fighting like fury, having won
three games and dropped two. One
game was called off on account of
rain, won three by forfeit, and
forfeited two.
from the fact that the students
don't realize what the school would
be without athletics. The Adminis-
tration wants to continue with the
sports program but they will not
do so if there is no interest. As
i';t now stands it is left entirely
up to the students, and you have
to show that you want athletics to
continue by supporting what you
have.
I'm sure that if everyone will pull
together, Armstrong, sometime ,in
the near future, will put out teams
that we can be proud of.
I want to thank everyone who
has helped in writing these col-
umns, and hope the next person
will have less trouble than I have
had.
•
What happened to the Jean
Dukes-Skinny Wade romance?
® me Vacuum Cleaner ®
We wonder if Bettye Morgan' ces
knows that Eddie goes down to the I on
Tavern every Saturday night after
he leaves her, Better start check-
ing up, Bettye.
Since the 207th and 209th have
left, Sara Sullivan and Nancy
Nichols have resorted to civilians.
Tough luck, girls.
Celeste Norris has given up hope
of ever getting Marvin Cooper. She
says he wouldn't cooperate. Just
what do you mean by that, Ce-
leste ?
around Armstrong run on and
For instance:-
Rosa and Allan,
Grace and Dan,
Noreen and Herbie,
Lucille and Pat,
Henrietta and Kurt,
Anne and William,
Mary and Jack,
Mary Ann and Irvine.
Unless Bennie is totally blind he
must know that Dot is still on his
trail. Never say die is our motto.
Martha Sue was heard to say
Perry Col.lins was in dire needthat she was looking around for
of matches (or something) onesomeone new now that Alton has
Saturday morning about 2 o'clockgone back to Tech. We hope you
at Tybee. What happened, Perry?find one, Martha Sue. " . _ ,. ,
Is there any significance attach- We noticed that Selma made
ed to the fact that Taplan sent Iquite a hit with one of the soldiers
Mary Lou a dozen roses on Moth- I at a recent tea dance. Fast work,
er's Day. Selma.
F'retwell isn't the only one who Mr. Dabney and Miss Bain were
enjoyed Annette's visit home. Ben- seen at the General Oglethorpe
nie Wills enjoyed her visitor. I about 10, o'clock one Saturday night
The Soldiers' Center seems to be I and about 3 o'clock they were seen
a second home for Wesleigh Per- at Remler's. They get around,
kins, Carolyn Smith and Kathar- don't they?
ine Durden. Must be fun! A blond blue-eyed boy is going
It looks as though Gene has to write Delphina Roberts as soon
really forsaken all others for Mar- as he musters up the courage, so
dy. Tough luck, Mary. iwatch the mails, Delphina!
Is the flame finally dying, BUd?' If you notice that Marjorie Mac-
We've seen you out recently with I' Farland looks extra-radiant on
Barbara. and Rosalyn. . . Monday morning, you'll know that
Eddie, are you still ;;a~isfYin~ IBobby spent the week-end here.
your-self with left-overs, or do you I Aneta Lasky says "The army is
really care? I my first line of defense." The par-
We think that the satisfied look I ticular defender is at Camp Stew-
on Dot's, face means that she and Iart.
Gilly have p,lans. That's what we I We heard Katherine Morrell won-
heard from a reliable source, and dering out loud how she was going
we hope everything works out all I to see Porter Driscoll graduate and
right. Jimmie Davenport get his wings at
We heard that Doc Painter was the same time. Whatever you do,
supposed to be smoothing things Kitty, don't get your lines crossed.
out between Miss Mayo and Mr.
Williams, but it doesn't look like
that to us.
It seems that some of the roman-
It seems that Ed Bleakley and
Fred Thigpen are both fighting for
Tommie LeHardy. May the best
man win, boys.
What's this we hear about Billie
Ruth having a date at 12 midnight
one Saturday.? Sorta late to be
starting out, Billie.
just been added, so we take that
and look at some of the other of-
ferings. We wish someone would
return The Keys of the Kingdom
and Random Herueet: because we
want to read them before June, and
if Man of Glory and Woman on
Horseback: don't show up soon, our
term paper for Latin American
History will be a complete failure.
And speaking of term papers, we
thank our lucky stars daily for
that library science course we
had in the fall. Miss Mayo is al-
ways glad to help us, but we just
glanced into her office and her desk
is piled high with defense pamph-
lets and new books, so we're on our
own, children!
Momentarily, the new Madem-
oiselle catches our eye, and we
notice an interesting 'article, about
Brahms by Serge Koussevitzky in
the May A tlantic. Someone is read-
ing the New York Tirnes and the
Morn'tng News, so it's back to .work
without the latest war bulletins.
Pausing to look at the map of the
Pacific War Area which is on the
wall in the reference room, we
overhear. two sophs exclaiming that
they will be on hand at 7: 30 when
the library opens tonight. We will
be right with them, too, because
we don't. want our big brother wor-
ry'ing us to work math problems
and Dad's, radio programs arerr't
exactly conducive to study. Be-
sides, we have work to do!
J 0 Beth, somebody'e pulling the
wool over your eyes. We've seen
Billy out recently with other gir-ls.
We heard from inside sources
that Pat and Lucille are on the
outs. It's a great life, isn't it?
It seems that Jenny Cornell's
heart is still at Annapolis. That's
a nne place- for it to be Jenny. Ditto
for Betty Collins.
Why is it that 'Ethel Hill always
dances with Oscar Crosby when
they play "Somebody Else Has
Taken My Place"?
Mr. Dabney doesn't lose any time
telephoning Miss Bain after his
psychology class.
Walter Coolidge says he's scared
of girls, but he doesn't act like it.
Harry Weeks has been seen with
Gloria Kicklighter.
Mary Oppenheimer got a letter
from Australia Monday, and it was
censored! 1!
Milton Bradley and Mary Lou
Elliott are certainly keeping steady
company.
Kitty Thorpe's attraction at the
Air Base is leaving soon.
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Sanford Reece, instructor of
The sophomore-alumni banquet English and director of We Play-
will be held this year on June 6, house, is leaving Armstrong at the
meeting at Al Ramler's night club end of this year. He is going to
on Victory Drive at 1:45 Saturday teach at Culver Military Academy The Savannah Playhouse, called
afternoon. in Culver, Indiana. Mr. Reece, the only cellege-community theater
The committees in charge of the IfOrmerlY of the Carolina Playmak- in the nation, was started by stacy
celebration have held two meetings ers, made his bow as a director Keach with the support of Ernest
this year. Herbert 'I'raub is the here with the successful presenta- A. Lowe, former president of Arm-
chairman of the alumni group which I tion of the James Thurber-Elliot strong. Recognizing the import-
includes Joe Jenkins, '41, Elsa Nugent comedy, "The Male Ani- ance of the proper command of
Schweizer, '41, Mrs. May Howard Imal." In January he revived that speech, the college decided to form
Zipperer, Mark Johnson, '37, Ophe- weird drama, "Outward Bound," by I what has since been called a speech
lia Park, '37, .Frank Barragan, '38, Sutton Vane. The third production laboratory. At that time there were
A. J. Cohen, '38 and Mildred Rich of the season was "Cradle Song." no facilities for dramatics. After
ardson, '37. The musical comedy "You Never H. V. Jenkins Hall was erected,
'I'he sophomore committee has as Know" with music by Cole Porter however, the Playhouse was
its chairman Fretwell Crider and' brought this exceptional season to brought into being.
includes also Maude West, Audrey a close.
Newton and Albert Robertson. Prof The students at Armstrong have I At first there were not enough
Hawes is the faculty chairman of ~ll enjoyed working with Mr. Reece students to s~pport this little
the sophomore-alumni committees. m the Playhouse and in classes, I theater, so outside members of the
A speaker will be included on the and they deeply regret that 1I21 community were taken in. It has
proogram for that afternoon and' must le.ave. How.ever, there is com-I now grown to the. point where there
Sanford Reece, director of thePI h .. night but at present he has not pensation for hIS departure in the are now approximately 450 people
b
ay chose said, "Tb is play has been selected. The fifth anniver- fact that Stacy Keach, the first Iwho can be called to work on the
een c osen because of its special . di t f I d . .I f sary of the graduation of the first n-ee or 0 the Playhouse, is to, pro uctions. A great deal of credit
aP
I
peaf or students and tho.se p~o- class will be celebrated and short I return after a year's leave-of-ab_[for the success of this organization
pe 0 any age who know the JOYI . . duri hi h . b· Sof Iaughter." tal~s will be given by the represen- sence, u~mg ': lC, tim: he worked c~n e. given to t~cy Keach, :h.e
tatives of each class of the college and studied WIth the widely known I first dIr~ct~r, for hIS was the Jon
_____ -'"-'--. alumni. Pasadena Playmakers. One of his lof acquainting the Savannah audi-
It is hoped by everyone that this recent successes there has been Iences with the idea and arousing
.Student Regulations will be one of the largest and most "The Little Foxes," in which he their interest.
succesful affairs of the college [served as actor and director. While I Th dvi b d .
The price of admission will be on~ 1m California he has gained valu- i t Bea dVlsodI:y'd° y. IS the Th~a-
Armslro' 1 I· d bl . f . .. I er oar, IVl e into a .Iunicrng s regu a IOns govern- ollar and ten cents. a e m orma tlon WhIChwill be add- . .
ing student -conduct are the ordI'- ed to the A I I and Semor sectIOn. A quota of 60rms rong program fm I
nary,rules of propriety. The Col- tbe coming year. per cent students and 40 per cent
lege has, in addition, certain oth- Seven Courses Offered I adults must be mainlained by Ihis
er regulations governing activities I "~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Board, and this combination of
'of the student body aside from the (Continued from page four) More Women Enroll youth and mature adults working
ordI"nar I f d I (C I' together is another reason for they ru es 0 eportment. on mued from page four) succes enjoyed by the Playhouse.
1. All students are required to based on the essentials of ,nutri-! n
attend the assembly program on tion. The relation of food to good I ;ss. ~or th~ next few y~ars one An outstanding feature of the
Thursday of each week. Absence health, the various requirem ts 0 our ImmedIate goals 'wIll be to ; productions since the formation of
from assembly must be explained of the body for food nutrients en d [meet the demand for trained I this organization has been the sup-
in writing to the Dean within one a fairly intensive study of the 'v~::.- Iwon~ln a~ re.placements in om' €-rior lighting. There are crews
week of the time the absenc is mins will be included !draP1 y c. angmg economy. This I to make the stage scenery and
" e .' emand wIll undoubtly ,beco c t Oth .
Incurred. SIckness will ordinarily I Home Planmng and Furnishing t W . me more os urnes. e1 crews take care
be the only excuse which is accept- includes a study of planning anci ~CUte~h t e are ~lso consclOUSof the of the lighting, properties, and
able. Each unexcused absence furnishing a home from the stand ac d fa even III the past the de- publicity. These are interesting
- man or students tl' '. d' thO d . d
from assembly will take away one point of family need,s' ';modern dep I t h a1,le m IS an. v3rIe. fields of work. for
h I
' ar men as never been satisfied those h 'I "
sc 0 astic honor point. tendencies in housing and applica- Trainin.' . .' I w a aren partIcularly in-
tion of the principles of art to home I ~ III thIS field 18 espeCIally terested in acting.
2. Students are l'equested not f . appropnate for young women at
to smoke in the classrooms or hall- ur~shmg. A study is made of this time. ' Some of the past productions
ways of the buildings. Students de- ~erlO~ st~les of furniture, their I Each year certain steps h that will be remembered are'
IdentIticatlOn and use in the home, been lake I d' ave "St D .siring to smoke will do so in the F' ld t . n 0 a Just the work of . age oor", "Paths of Glory"
college tea room or in one of the Ie nps to -someof Savannah's this departme t t th d "Aecent on Youth,"- "Our 'I!own~"
rest rooms. old homes constitute part of the students and ~ t~ e nee s of and "You Can't Take It With You.'"
laboratory work b . a e needs of the
. '.. usmess community. This Con- Th 1
SOCIOlogy deals pnmarIly with stant redefining of b' t'. e pays presented this year
factors affecting family life. This ing out of th ~ Jec Ives, slft- were: "The Male Animal", "Out-
. . d e ummportant and ward Bo d" "c dlIS a reqUIre course for students of general cOOI'd· t. h ., un, ra e Song" a dh' Ina mg , as made the "Y N ' nome economICSand may be elected department I . ou ever Know." This program
b t d t· h s ronger than It has was var·ed dy s u en s m ot er departments. ever bee b f' 1 an exceptionally g d
St d t . th n e ore. ThIS develop The sho Ih· 00 .u en s m e past have done 'field ment is particularl .. - WS IS year were produced
work i,n several welf'are agencies. we look f d y gratIfymg as by Sanford Reece, who is leaVing
Th· If II . orwar to a future 1·0 the colle I IhIS 0 ers exce ent experience and fwhI·'chth· d ge a e end of th. th IS epartm.ent hopes t St e year.
gIVes e students an opportunity bear an even 0 acy Keach will return after his
to ma.ke ;ital contributions to the strong's resPo~:~~~~itSyh~reof Arm- onh~y~ar leave of absence, during
agenCIes Involved . 0 our com- w lCh ,he worked with the Pasadena
. mumty. Playhous-e.
Playhouse Pre-
sents Musical
Comedy
THREE ARMSTRONG
STUDENTS ARE IN
THE PLAY
You Never Know, a hilarious
play with music by Cole Porter,
was intended to be the Playhouse's
contribution to the spirit of laugh-
ter, fun, and gaiety which is con-
sidered to be of special importance
at this particular time.
Ever since the time of Aristo-
phanes one of the surest recipes
for comedy has been mistaken iden-
tity. This type of plot has always
delighted audiences, as it did that
of the Playhouse last week.
The music is written in typical
Cole Porter style combining the
rythm of Begin the Bequime with
the romantic appeal of Night and
Day. All of Savannah is now sing-
ing such tunes as By Candle Light,
What Is That Tune, and the title
song, Y01I Never Know.
The Playhouse has been very
fortunate in securing a talented
and experienced cast for its latest
production. Leading roles were
played by Evelyn Randell Sims and
Hugh Taylor, both of whom ap-
peared in the first musical pro-
duction of the Playhouse. Three
Armstrong sophomores, Carlyle
Smith, Walter Coolidge, and Ed-
ward Javetz, are also prominent
in the cast. Mr. Javetz is also
serving as assistant director. San-
ford Reece, Moscelyn 'Maggoni, and
Nedra Householder also have im-
portant parts.
3. Students are requested IIlOt
to park their cars in such a man-
ner a's to block the drivewayli or
entrances to the College.
4. 'Students are requested not
to abuse or mar the furniture or
e~uipment of the College. Regula-
bons' governi;ng this are those you
would impose upon yourself in your
own home.
THE INKWELL
Scenes From Playhouse Prod uctions
"MALE ANIMAL" "OUTWARD BOUND"
Sophomore-Alumni IReece To Teach AtlPlayhouse Started
Banquet To Be Culver; Keach Will As Speech Lab.
June 6 Return To A. J. C. --
Only College-Community
Theatre In Nation
COLLEGE TEA ROOM
IS RUN BY ARM-
STRONG STUDENTS
SPONSORS BRIDGE
TOURNAMENT
The "Nut" is the college tea
room and affords a place for stu-
dents and faculty to gather, talk
and eat. It is operated by the
students.
During the past year, bridge
games became quite popular at
Armstrong and the "Nut" cooper,
ated by sponsoring a tournament
and giving two prizes of a dollar
each in trade to the two winners.
So besides eating and "shooting
bull," bridge and rummy are also
I quite a part of the "Nut".
As far as "eats" are concerned,
soft drinks (even Coca-Colas) are
sold and milk, various kinds of
crackers, cookies, and cakes, can.
dies, potato chips, peanuts, etc,
It is hoped that the in-coming
freshmen class will support the
"Nut" and cooperate to make it a
success. See you in the "Nut!"
Thomas Gamble Hall
(Continued from Page One)
larger classes which will be held
there, because the students in the
rear will find it much easier to see
the board than in the ordinary type
of classroom.
The main lecture room, on the
south-west corner of the building,
has the floor constructed in the
style of a tile, g-radually sloping up
towards the back of the room and
away from the speaker's platform.
The platforms also are to be ele-
vat-ed.
Unique is the word for the idea
of placing a shower in the chem-
istry laboratory for use in case a
student has an accident with some
of the many acids used there.
Three classrooms have not been
definitely assigned as yet and Mr.
Askew said that these may be used
for some of the required sopho-
more courses in order to let every-
one have the chance of using this
beautiful and modern building be·
fore graduation.
In the main hall of Thomas
Gamble Hall, there are two rows
of displ~y c;as€:s, which will di&Play
local products, such as products
of the Sugar Refiinery, Union Bag
Corporation and other local manu~
facturers and concerns. There are
also bulletin boards at the front
and a fire escape at the rear of the
building.
The lower part of the walls also
present a new improvement, being
constructed of tile, which can be
washed with soap and water.
This building, in addition to the
rooms mentioned above, includes
four offices and an experimental
biology laboratory, which is solely
for the Use of the professors, bu:
it is capable of accomodating three
or four persons.
The Sttructure, which is of Geor~
gian style, cost about $125,000.
This includes the costs of construc-
tion and equipment as well as the
property, which was the old site
of the First Presbyterian Church.
The money was raised by a city
bond issue about two years ago.
The construction was done by
Whalley-Strong contractors. Her-
bert L. Kay ton j" chairman of the
special science building committee
of the college commission.
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CIT IZEN SHIP Institute Of Citizenship Organized in '39
Lect urers Are Experts in '
Their Fields fields, and who can really contri-
bute something to our understand-
ing of the problems of citizenship.
'I'he lecturers must be persons who
because of their experience and
study can command the respect of
the audiences. We did not ask M,".
Henry Grady to speak to us be-
cause he was assistant to the Sec-
retary of State, but rather because
he was in a position to give us new
light on our relations with South
America. In spite of the fact that
the Institute is not endowed, we
have been able to get outstanding
speakers. We have had the good
fortune of hearing addresses from
Keener C. Frazer of the University
of North Carolina, Cullen Gosnell
of the Political Science department
of Emory University, and D, B.
Lasseter, Deputy Administrator of
the National Youth Administration.
The Institute operates under the
guidance of a Director assisted by
a Steering Committee made up of
several members of the college
faculty. There are also two com-
l
first class, Dad?"
"The young people in Savannah
Iwere as enthusiastic as the men
!who first started the plan. When
I Armstrong opened its doors on
September 17, 1935, for the first
day of school, there were 159 stu-
"Well, daughter. Now that dents enrolled. That was a won-
you're planning to go to Arm- derful send-off for the new ven-
strongJunior College, I'm going to I ture and Mayor Gamble and Mr.
tell youan. interesting story. Sit i Lowe both deserve a lot of credit. The Armstrong Leadership So-
here on thl.s hassock and yll tell IBoth men have since received the ciety, Alpha Lambda Sigma, was
you howthis school came Into be- Lucas trophy for their work with organized to give recognition to
ing. Its history reads like a fairy I the college. students who are outstanding in
tale. "From this point the story is one student activities and student lea-
"It all started back in 1935 when of the generosity and. interest of dership. The Administration feels
Mayor Gamble returned from a Savannah's citizens, for the col- that these students should be recog-
visit to St. Petersburg, Florida, lege has grown through their ef- nized in some way just as those
greatly inspired by the junior col. forts. In February, just one year who excel i-n scholarship are re-
legethere. In February, in spite of after the first plans were discussed, cognized by the Dean's List. AI-
the bleakweather, a brilliant idea Mayor Gamble acknowledged the though a Dean's List student may
began to blossom and take form. receipt of the gift of a building become a member of Alpha Lamb-
All Savannah was discussing, al-I from Mr. Mills B. Lane to house da Sigma if he also participates
though a little skeptic II t fi t I 'f' in extra-curricular activities, only
. . .. . I. a .y a 1'S, C asses In rnance and commerce
the possibilities of a jumor college and that building you know as the a graduation average is necessary
for Savannah. By March, several Lane Building. Between the Lane for membership.
leading educators had been con- and the Armstrong Buildings, the The Leadership Society is com-
suItedabout the plan. Dr. Philip city of Savannah erected and equip- posed of students who make a total
Weltner,Chancellor of the Univer- ped the recreation building and of 20 or more activity points, corn-
sity of Georgia system, and Dr. S. auditorium recently named the Her- prising at least one major and two
V
minor honors. These honors must Board; 8-0utstanding Sophomorc ;
, Sanford, President of the Uni- schel V. Jenkins Hall which now 10 V Ibe distributed in at least three dif- ' - a edictori an. Minor honors:
versity of Georgia, were very en- houses the Savannah Playhouse 5 S tferent fields. - ena e membership (if elected):
thusiastic about the prospect of a and where most of the student's so- 5 th INo one is considered elig ible for' -0 er- c ass officers; 4-presidents
junior college here and the plans cial activities, such as the tea f . d. membership until after three quar- 0 recognize clubs.
were pushed nearer to reality. In dances and formal dances, are P bfi t.i M 'tel's, and Sophomores are eligible u lea IOns - ajor honors:
April, the future of the college held." 10 Ed it f I k Ithrough their sixth quarter. - I or 0 n we I or Geechee:
lookedbright as the city launched "I'he Lawton Memorial was 8 B' M 'Each student elected to mern- - usmess anager of Inkwell or
a surveyto find the number of like- given to the college the next year, Geechee : 7 M ' Edbership is awarded a small silver < ,- anagmg . itor.
ly students. The best news of all, wasn't it?" Mi h 5 II h"A". These awards are made as nor cnors : -a ot er editors ; ]
however, came with the donation "No, not exactly, although that 3 repor-ters I' it d h 'a part of the Sophomore-Alumni - " so lCl ors, .an ot er I
of the Armstrong home to be the is a general misconception. In members.Luncheon Program.
site for the college. Mrs. Lucy 1937, the heirs of General and Theat M' hTo participate in extra-curricu- re- ajor onors ; 8-for
M. C.Moltzgave the beautiful res- Mrs. Alexander R, Lawton gave the each major role '0 p bl i rfJar activities a student must have 1 u lC pe orm-
idence at Bull and Gaston streets Lawton Memorial to the city of ances : 6 for each su ti Ia passing average in all academic ,- ppor mg 1'0 e
as the home for the Junior college Savannah for the benefit of Arm- in public perform a 7 fcourses. The following point sys- nces; - or
whichwas to be called Armstrong Is'Tong Junior College and the peo- tern is used: heading crew on each public per-I
Junior College after the late pIe of Savannah. The college felt Scholarship _ Major honors: f.ormance; 6-for acting as co-head I==~~~~~~~~~~~=~
GeorgeF. Armstrong." I the citizens' generosity again when 12-"A" average 3 consecutive I for crew. Minor Honors: 4-for I
IIWhat happened after that, under the will of the late Carrie quarters; 10-pe'rmanent Dean's each walk-on part in. public per-
Dad?" Golding one-half of the sale price formance' 6 for working on crew IList· 8-Dean's List 3 consecutive ' - .
"After the city was sure of a of the Colding residence on Jones quar'tel's; 7-"B" average, 3 consecu- on e~ch public performance.
place to hou~e its brain child, the Street was donated to the college. tive quarters. Minor honors: Miscellaneous - Major honors:
outline for the college developed I <lAnd now, the college has taken 3-"A" averaO'e one quarter (nut 7-recommendation by President of
r~pidly in a well-rounded design another step up the ladder of suc- included in n~aj'or honor); 2-Deail's H?me ~conon:ics Club, and also
WIthdennite perspective. On May i cess with the completion of the List one quarter (not included m MISSBam of fIve students for five
27, 1935, the day after the do- $100,000 science building which major honor); 3-winner of Com- ~onsecutive q~arters of outstand
nation of the Armstrong home, the will house Biology, Chemistry and petitive Scholarship. mg work. MInor honors: 4-mem-
city council author~zed the estab- Physics." Athletics-Major honors: 10-two berslhi~ in Home E~onomics Club
lishment of a junior college to be <lDad, you forgot to mention that letters in any sport recognized by for fIve .con~ecutIv€ .quarter~;
supported by the city and run tem- Armstrong is now taking a vital the college' 6-one letter in any 3-membershlp III recogmzed clUb;
porarily by a commission of four- part in national defense by coop- t "d b th lIe 4-Chairman Homecoming Commit-spor recogmze Y e co ge; .
teen' members who were to be erating with the- government in the ,s-c.aptain of a recognized sport tee; ~-member o~ HomecomI.n~ I
appointed by the mayor. Later it speed-up program." (including letter). Minor honors: CommIttee; 4-Chalrman of Clh-l
was decided that the commission "Yes, I did fail to say anything 4 f ' d zenship Committee; 2-member ot-manager 0 any recognIze
would be more effcient if it were about that. But you probably know sport; 3-participation in any recog- Citizenship. Committee.
smaller, so the size was decreased more about it than I do, anyway_ nized sport.
to eight." The important thing is that this General Leadership-Major hon·
"What about professors? Who step shows that, as always, Arm- ors: 10-president of Sophomore
did they decide on for President?" strong's first aim is to' provide its ;Class; 8-president of Freshman
"It was decided that only first- students with a keener realization Class; 10-president of Theatre
rate instructors should be brought of the duties and responsibilities
to teach in a school which had as of citizenship and a broader con-
fine a start as Armstrong. To head ception of the world and its prob-
this group, the Armstrong Memo- lems, and by doing this, to turn out
rial Junior College Commission of the same doors that you are I
elected Ernest A. Lowe as Presi- about to enter, good substantial I
dent. Mr. Lowe's interest in the material for citizenship. Remem-,
college was outstanding from the bel' this when you start your col-
beginning of the first discussion lege life. Have a good time, but
and it was generally agreed that always keep the ideals of the col-
he was a good man for the job." lege before you and Armstrong
"Did many students enroll in the will be proud of you."
ARMSTRONG INSTITUTE OF
Few of the traditions of Arm-
strong Junior College are of as
much potential benefit to the stu-
dents and the people of Savannah
as the Institute of Citizenship. It
has had a modest beginning, but
we may expect to see it grow as the
college grows.
Credit for the organization of
the Institute goes to President
Askew. He was very much in-
teres ted in the Institute of Public
Affairs at the University of Geor-
gia, and was on, the lecture staff
of the corresponding organiaatic-i
at Emory University. Mr. Askew
was determined to introduce some
plan of this sort at Armstrong. As
a consequence the first session was
a held in the college .auditor ium on
February 2, 1939. Our college be-
came the pioneer among junior col-
leges of the South in this respect.
A surprisingly large number of
persons have a mistaken idea of
the purpose of the Institute of
Cttiaenship. They expect to attend
one meeting, listen to a speaker,
and Leave with a definite program
to solve all the economic and poli-
tical problems of the universe. 'I'he
purpose is not to find an answer to
all our pressing problems, but
rather to diffuse information and
understanding among persons cap-
able of understanding it. College
students are believed to be in this
class.
There would be no purpose in the
Institute unless speakers can be
chosen who are experts in their
HISTORY OF
A. J.C.
Alpha Lambda Sigma
Recognizes School's
Outstanding Students
(In 'Dialogue)
Each Member Will Receive
Silver "A"
DANIEL HOGAN, INC.
1868""Quality Our Stannard Since
Dry Goods
Draperies and Rugs
125 Broughton St., West
Phone 3-2195
Big Star
Food Stores
mittees which 'have helped very
materially in promoting the work.
one composed of students and the
other of Savannah citizens.
A college career would not be
of nearly so much value if it offered
only the formal classroom lectures.
The Institute of Citizenship will be
of inestimable value to the stu-
dents and the community if it con-
tinues to receive the support that
it has since its beginning.
RUBBER S1 AMPS
Stencils
Seals
Badges
Me1al
Checks
Dial
2-1006
nay 31 Montgon""~'
The Stamp & Stencil (0,
Raskin's Shoe Store
SHOES-BAGS-HOSE
21 W. Broughton
THE MIDGET STORE
5c, 10c and 25c Merchandise
3-STORES-3
Located at 2430 Bull Sl.
1405 Waters Ave. and
344 West Broad St.
Savannah, Ga,
MANGEL'S
Womens Apparel
1.5E. Broughton
Sporting Goods in every line,
They are yours if you're on time.
The stock is in and there's plenty for all,
Swimming, Boating, and Ba,sketball.
116 BARNARD
STUBBS HARDWAREBULL & HENRY
COMPANY
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STAFF 01" THE INHWELLROSTER of FORMER STUDENTS in ARMED FORCES EDITORIAL
(Continued from page one)
Louis Alexander,
U. S. Army,
Marvin Arkin,
U. S. Army.
Edwin Baggs,
D, S. Army.
Norman H. Barton,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Earl C, Bidez,
U. S. Navy.
Lukie Bowyer,
U. S. Army,
Morehouse Bowyer,
Royal Air Force.
Richard Braithwaite,
Merchant Marine.
Chester Brushwood,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Alfred Conway,
U. S. Army.
Joseph Craig, III,
U. S. Navy Air Corps.
Arthur Cranman,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Francis deCourt,
U. S. Navy.
Francis Dasher,
U. S. Army.
Gordon Dasher,
U. S. Navy.
James Davenport,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Robert Davis,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Theodore Deffner,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Robert Del-oach,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Barclay L. Douglas,
U. S. Army.
John Dupont,
U. S. Army.
Lex Durham,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
David Elmore,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Harvey Ferrelle,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Robert Finch,
U. S. Marine Corps.
Frank Gardner,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
John Gardner,
U. S. Navy.
J oseph Cenone,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Louis M. Givens,
U. S. Army.
William A. Glass,
U. S. Army.
Morton V. Haas,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Howell Hanson,
U. S. Army.
J. Wendell Hardwick,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Gordon L. Hart,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
William Hearn,
U. S. Army.
Gilbert Helmken,
U. S. Army.
Lindsey Henderson,
U. S. Army.
Robert M. Horn, Jr.,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Jonathan Hyrne,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Godfrey Hyrne,
U. S. Navy Air Corps.
Richard S. Ihley,
U. S. Army.
Paul Innecken,
U. S. Army.
Arthur 1. Jeffords,
U. S. Army.
Clyde Kicklighter,
U. S. Navy Air Corps.
A. T. Kclgaklis,
U. S. Army.
Allan S. Laird,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Robert DeKalb Lanier
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Homer Laughlin,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Will iam Lloyd,
U. S. Army.
John McCauley,
U. S. Naval Attache.
Robert McCuen,
U. S. Navy.
Thomas McGinn,
U. S. Army.
Frank McIntire,
U. S. Army.
John McLaughlin,
U. S. Marines.
Robert McLaughlin,
U. S. Army.
Frank Maner,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
William Miller,
U. S. Navy.
Edward Morgan,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Dearing Nash,
U. S, Army Air Corps.
George Patrick,
U. S. Naval Reserves.
James M. Reed, Jr.,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
William Reid,
U. S. Navy.
F'rederick Reiser,
U.· S. Army Air Corps,
Nathan Roane,
U. S. Army.
Verdery Roberts,
U. S. Navy Air Corps.
Siegvart Robertson,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Frank P. Sanders,
U. S. Army,
Jack Schley,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Alfred Schwanebeck,
U. S. Army AiI' Corps.
Fred Simpson,
U. S. Army.
John Simpson,
U. S. Marines.
Thomas Stokes,
U. S. Navy.
william Summerell,
U. S. Army.
Terrell Tuten,
U. S. Army.
Donell Tyre,
U. S. Navy Air Corps.
Jack Tyson,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Charles Waldrop,
U. S. Army.
Howell Walker,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Thomas Walsh,
U. S. Army.
Joseph Waters,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Joseph Whi ttie,
U. S. Army.
Rober-t Williams,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Olin Wimberly,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
J ames Woodward,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
Richard Young,
U. S. Army Air Corps.
wnuem Rice was killed in action
with the Roval Air Force, no doubt
in one of the raids- of the big Eng-
lish air offensives on Germany. He
is the first; Savannah ian killed in
action with the R. A. F. in World
War II.
Arthur Davis also joined the
service of his country early, hoping
to get into the fight before it was
over and even though he did not,
his courage and fight will live in
the hearts of his fellow students
and friends. He had, only a few
months before his death, been com-
missioned a second lieutenant in
the U. S. Army Air Corps. His
plane crashed in the Gulf of Mex-
ico and his rescue was impossible.
"Wha.t pity it is that we can die
but once to save our country."
~l~E~~lN~L~J~Rl~u~~I~gf&i~Nuew dStTudewntSkAre
rge 0 or On
OPEN TO STUDENTS doesn't mean you will be weeded I k II St ff
BETWEEN AGES OF ?ut. The test. is nation-wide so it n we a
IS possible for every V -'I man to
17 AND 20 qualify" for a commission.
___ How to Become a Flying Officer:
The purpose of this article is to If you qualify high enough in
point out the numerous ways in the test you may volunteer for
which you can "best" 'serve 'your" Naval-Aviation. .Tn cthis -case, you
country and yourself. will be transferred to V-5.
On the other hand, if you wish to
'The V-I program is essentially get into the air service sooner you
for those students who are now may take the examination for Na-
college freshmen, sophomores and val Aviation.
High School seniors about to en-
ter college. This is a man sized
job and those of you who can't take
it-don't read this article. Let
the men do it.
Under this plan yon may con-
tinue in college until the comple-
tion of your second calendar year.
The V-I program is open to all
feeshmen and sophomores between
the ages of 17 and 20.
At the time you enlist, you may
indicate whether you want to work
toward a commission as Flying
Officer or as a Deck or Engineer-
ing Officer.
When you enlist, your college
life will continue as before. You
will have to give up nothing. The
only thing required is that you
take a minimum of special courses.
However, the Navy does ask you
to do four things:
1. To do your work accurately
and carefully and to learn to ex-
press yourself clearly and concisely.
2. To include, in your college
curriculum, studies which will give
you a sound working knowledge of
mathematics and physics.
3. To keep yourself in good
health and develop your physical
condition to the standards required
of Naval Officers.
4. Remember at all times you
are training to be a leader of men
-c-an officer in the United SCates
Navy.
If you are willing to do the above
you are the kind of man the Navy
wants.
Upon application for V -I you
will be given a strict physical ex-
amination, In the classroom you
must maintain good grades in
mathematics and physics.
After YOU have, completed your
school work you will be given a
competitive classification test. That
Opportunity to Develop
Literary Talents
Have
With the opening of Armstrong
Junior College in 1935, there came
also the college paper known as
The INKWELL. This first issue
was a small six page journal head-
ed by Robert McCuen, Arthur Jef-
fords, and Alva Lines.
There hasn't been much change
in The INKWELL up to date ex-
cept in the size of the sheets used.
These have been increased consid-
erably. Our editors at the present
are Alberta Robertson, Irving
Sklansky, and Bettye Morgan.
It is usually difficult for fresh.
ment just entering college to put
their attention on anything except
assignments; but we are going to
try to explain just what The
INKWELL is and does for the ben·
efit of the freshmen who are plan-
ning to enter Armstrong. Saying
that The INKWELL is OUl' college
paper won't hit a vital spot in any-
one's mind. First of all, the pur-
pose of The INKWELL is to af-
ford pleasure and amusement for
t.he stud en ts as well as to create
interest, school spirit and fellow-
ship among the entire student body.
In The INKWEGL, any literary-
minded student is given a chance
In V-7 you may continue your to develop and add to his talents.
college work until you have received The college paper carries news
your bachelor's degree. After grad- of all activities and current events
ua tion you will go on active duty about the students and faculty. It
as Reserve Midshipman at $65.00 is an interesting, up-to-date, and
a month, plus allowances. Upon inspiring paper.
complet.ing this course you become There is room for every student
a~ .Ensign, U.S.N.R. and .your pay Iwho will join to work on the paper.
WIll be $125.00 a month, plus al- Looking at it, one may get the idea
lowances. You may serve on tor- that publishing doesn't take much
pedo boats or any other ship in time and work, but there is a lot of
the Navy. work connected with it. First of
The V-I program offers you all, more students are needed to
thr-ee advantaaes : write articles. This, however, is
1. You can stay in college. only the beginning, The articles
2 You are already' I have to be copy-read and typed.
. In your coun- 0 f f
try's service by stayi . 11 ne 0 the hardest jobs is that 0
~ ng In co ege. the business staff. These students
3. You have a head sta t t hr 0- ave to work every issue to get
ward an Officer's Commission. ads to defray the cost of the paper.
If you are interested in this pro- It is hard, and we are met with
gram see the President of the Col- many 'Ina's" and shakes of the
lege or \~i~q~ire at the Post Office. head in a negative direction, but
The requirements are stiff, but if it usually comes out alright in the
you have what it takes you can
do it. I
As soon as you are in V -5, you
are placed on active duty with the
first available class. You begin
to draw the regular Navy pay and
will be issued a uniform. You will
then be ordered to Pensacola. or
Corpus Christi.
As an Aviation. Cadet you will
draw $75.00 a month. You'll study
piloting, navigation, gunnery and
bombing.
After successfully completing
your flight course you will be an
Ensign in the Naval Reserve or a
Second Lieutenant in the Marine
Corps Reserve. Your pay will then
be $205.00 to $245.00 a month.
How to Become a Deck or Engi-
neering Officer:
If you can meet the physical
standards for Reserve Officers, you
may be selected for a transfer to
V-7, from where the ship officers
are taken.
(Continued on page nine)
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Business Staff of the Inkwell Sophomore Class I
Gives Dance May 29 White Hardware
Will Be Informal Affair
Company
Congress and Whitaker
The
Georgian Tea Room
LUNCHEON 12 TO 3
Private Room for Banquets
Phone 2-4286 Alida Harper
SHOP AND SAVE AT
Karpf's
107 Broughton, West
SAVE WITH
The Georgia State
Savings Association
Our learned Pres. and Reuben
Are lately goi-ng steady.
The situation confuses me
But for all things I am ready.
Largest Savings Bank
in the SouthPre-Aviatinn Cadet Program
(Ccn t.nued from Page 1)
First Annual Was Edited
Hinckley Murphy
By
Members of Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation
SNEAD'S PET SUPPLY
AND FEED CO.
Dealers in Dairy and Horse
Feeds and Remedies. Dog,
Chicken and Bird Supplies.
Telephone 6555. 2314 Bull st.
will become petty officers with all
opportunity to again work for a
commission after one year.
A recent Army announcement
has this to say:
"Toe Army Air Force Enlisted
Reserve Plan is a part of aru over-
all Army Enlisted Reserve Corps
program shortly to be announced.
This program will provide op-
portunities for college men to en-
list in other branches of' the Army I What really worries me most of all
on a defer-red basis and to continue I Is if they become engaged
~heir ed~cation through graduation Which one will buy the diamond
If a aatis tactory standard of work ring?
is maintained. In case of necessity It all has me outraged.
the Secretary of War shall deter- ==='======"'~~~~~
mine when they shall be called to New Students are Urged to
active duty. Work on Inkwell Staff
"This plan has been approved in
the belief that continuance of edu-
cation will develop capacities for
leadership."
Upon completion of the Army
and Navy enlisted reserved pro-
gram as outlined below, students
will be graduated as Associates in
Liberal Ads.
Enlisted Reserve Prog rum
Biology 11-12 (human biology),
Chemistry 1-2 (inorganic) or
Physics 21-22 (general}, English
11-12 (Freshman), English 23-21
(Literature), Economics 21 (In-
troduction), History 2 & 3 (Europe
and brought a wide public de- and United States since 1870),
mand for it outside the student IMathematics 2 (Algebra) and 3
body and the faculty. The Year- (Trigonometry and Analytical
book was pu '; on sale downtown, Geometry), or 2 & 8 (Plane and
and by selling the annual, the staff Spherical Trigonometry), Library
helped to finance their publication. Science 1, Political Science 11-12
(American Government), or Econ-
omics 22 (World Resources), and
Sociology 60 (Family Relation-
ships). Foreign Language 10 quar-
ter hours, Electives 20 quarter
hours. I
If a student plans to take the
Ae-my boa.rd examination before II
completing two y-ears of college,
the following subjects are recom- I
mended: I
Chemistry 1-2 or Physics 21-22
English 11-12
History 2-3
Library Science 1 _
Mathematics 2 & 3 or 8
I'hat "You go first" at every door
Looks like serious stuff.
I know it's not my business
But things might get too rough.
The 'Geechee is the college an-
ual which is published by the stu-
dents, both sophomores and fresh-
men,with the help of Mr. Kestler,
its faculty advisor. The cost of
publication is defr-ayed by the stu-
dent activity fees, by advertising,
and by the small fees charged for
the individual pictures which ap-
pear in the book. Every student
receives an annual but those who
do not attend more than one quar-
ter or do not ha ve thei l' picture
in the book must make a small ad-
ditional payment to receive their
annual.
Say It With Flowers,
s«: Say It With Ours
Suppose their honored wives
Heal' of their flirtations?
Situations less important
Have changed the paths of
ticns.
cA. C!- Cgelschig and Sons
FLORISTS
Flowers Telegraphed
Everywhere
151 Bull St. Phone 5191
Bay Street Groceryna-
"Savannah's Leading
Super Market"
Grocerteria, Inc.
John G. Butler Co. 32·3S Barnard StreetEarly in 1937 several students
got together and decided that
Armstrong, as a college, needed a
yearbook before it could really be
an institution of higher learning.
Hinckley Murphy was elected Ed-
itor and Hoyt Ware was elected
Associate Editor. They were nobly
assisted by Alva Lines, their Busi-
ness Manager, and Herbert Traub,
their Advertising Manager. With
Mr. Gignilliat as thei'r advisor, and
the encouragement of Mr. Lowe
and the faculty, the boys put out
one of the best annuals Armstrong
has had. The informality of the
annual contributed to its success
LUMBER
Building Material
(Continued from page eight)
end. The paper has to be set up
and sent to the pr-inter 'next. All
in all, it is pretty much of a job
but we think it is well worth the
trouble.
Now we bring you the important
part of this article. We need
YOU-every student who will join
us and keep the "college paper fly-
ing." "Many hands make light
toil"-or something like that, but
you get the idee. We think you I"
will find working with us fun. It The Jones ",0.
will develop your own initiative as Qualltv Clothln, ForMen Gnd BOW'
well as help us. The gain will be ~_==~...:;:~~,,~r.;;...t.:;;.~_;c:::.:;:":::J::::',;K:::~:::ft=~
a twofold one-personal and pub- . .. .. I Cameras FIlm Accessories
he. If after tr-ying it, you find Developing, Printing, Enlarging
you can't continue working on the
staff of The INKWELL, you are PHOTOCRAFT
free to drop out. But ten bets to The Complete Photo Shop
one, you wiII like it. So we shall Phone 3-4760 109 Whitaker St.
be counting on many new members
-FRE'SHMEN.
Outfitters to
YOUNG AMERICAPACE
MAKERS J. C. Penney CO., Inc.
for Four Floors Filled with
Outstanding ValuesSMART
AMERICA
STANLEY
JEWELERS
21 E. Broughton St.
Phone 2·2103
The 1942 staff, working under
the tremendous handicap of war,
rising prices, scarcity of materi-
als, and an entirely new and inex-
perienced crew has managed to
produce an annual which they be-
lieve is a worthy successor to the
previous yearbooks.
Alexander
Grocers, Inc.
Richardson's
FloristSchwab 120 W. St. Julian
251 BULL STREET
Optometrist and Optician
The 'Geechee, which is dedicated
to Mrs. Lucy B. 'I'rosd al , a loyal
and devoted friend of Armstrong
Junior College, was presented to
the students May 26, at a reception
in the Armstrong Building. It
owes its success to the untiring ef-
forts of its editor. Herbert Grif-
fin, and the very efficient manag-
ing editors, Betty Collins, Rachel
Jones, and Irving Skl ansky, and to
its business manager, Agnes
Fenger.
EYES EXAMINED
OCULIST RX. FILLED
118 BULL ST.
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Armstront;
. I
An ordinary day usually beg-ins
with the daily workout. Life at
Armstrong is not different. Set-
ting-up exercises are done over at
"The Dump". The pin ball ma-
chine is kept going constantly,
keeping the co-eds in shape. Co-
ordination of mind and movement
is the thing. If you think this
is easy just try getting that ball
to hit the right bumper. You'll
soon fir-d out that it takes finesse.
Of course classes are held but I
they are just an immaterial part
of the daily ritual-a sort of rest
period designed to gi ve the stu-
dent a chance to collect his
thoughts. There are some diatruc- =- __ .~ and Reece
tions when you awake from a rev-I ings. The students at present are
erie and find the prof glaring down I avidly interested in the quints that
at you from the heights of no-I Wilhelmina presented to the school.
where. (Don't get alarmed. He's They have been made wards of the
only standing on the desk. He has college. We couldn't let Canada
to attract attention some way, put anything over on us.
doesn't he?) Te3. dancing has been a tradition
A rubber of bridge is an essen- at A. J. C. for the past few years
tial part of the curriculum for ev- but this year we decided to do it
ery one knows that it is a bad differently. All the girls arrive on
habit to let studies interfere with Tuesday at 5:00 and listen to the
one's social life Bridge is also a latest swing music for two hours.
necessity if one is in'erested in Sooner or later one male may ap-
Math for it gives practical experi- pear on the scene but they are so
ence to the law of chance and error. !few and far between that they
Naturally there are intellectuals I hard.ly .particapte in the Music Ap-
in all schools. This just can't be precmtlOn Program.
helped. They like to spend their
time in that sacred sanctuary of
silence-the library. Of course,
it is a fine place to pick up the
latest gossip and jokes but it also
has a better point. Just outside
the library is the roof-an Ideal I
place for a sun bath. Its wonder-I Payment
ful to be able to learn all the facts
of life about the beasts of the in- Mordecai & Smith DRY
vertebrate world and get a good
sun tan at thet same time. Arm- 310 B 44 Bull St.roughton Street, West
strong also does its share of tak- 1
ing care of those less fortunate be- I
======
Southern
CA. Typical Day at ArmstT'onB_
By ALLAN DOUGLAS
Well, here I go again on a sa-
tirical round of the school for a
day. We shall look in on some
teachers, etc.
To begin a day we have to get
up. So, we crawl out of bed and
stumble to the dresser. Looking
in the mirror, we wonder who that
hideous creature is that's looking
back at us so dolefully. After
fussing and fuming we find our-
selves at "dear aide A. J. C."
The bell rings for the 8:30 class
and if you're I you go to Mr.
Reece's class. Upon arriving at the
scene of learning you find he is not
there. Five minutes pass and yOU
begin to have a little hope! Maybe
he's sick or worse! Maybe he's got
a flat tire and won't be able to
show up! Oh, happy day! Four
more minutes to go and still no
Reece. Three minutes, two min-
utes, one minute! With one minute
to go you gather up your books and
prepare to leave. Just about that
time Mr. Reece bursts into the room
with a gleeful expression on his
angel-face. It seems to say "Ha,
ha, well, I sure fooled you that
time." You settle back in your
seat and before you know it you
are in a bull session and arguing
lustily. The bell rings for the
9 :25 class and you stomp out be-
cause he doesn't agree with you.
Well, better luck next time.
At 9:25 you go to Dr. Ken Duf-
fy's class. (I have him at 10:20.)
Surprise of suprises-he is wait-
ing at the door all ready to yank
you inside if you seem hesitant.
Now, here's a man who streamlines
education and we eat it up! He
starts his lecture-say, about
Uruguay. Now, in Uruguay in the
19th century they had bullets in-
stead of ballots for election, so, the
lecture runs this way: Joe (who
is president) is talking to Pete, his
competitor. Says Pete to Joe, "Get
wise, bud, I'm taking over dis job,
see, and I ain't got no use for
youse." Then Pete pulls out a gun
and Joe is with us no more. A
typical lecture and we students
want more of the same. This goes
on and on until he gives out of talk
and we go to the 10 :20 'class.
At 10 :20 we truck into Mr. Bill
Dabney's class. Now Bill is a con-
tor-tionisj of the first class. He
walks in, calls the roll and drapes
one of his appendages over 'R
"stool" about four feet high. How
he does it I don't know, but there
he is with his leg draped over the
"stool.' He soon tires of resting
his foot so he goes and rests oth-
erwise. He sits down on the table
and squats Indian fashion on it.
He, too, likes to streamline his lec-
ture and it works. After class he
goes around looking for a good
bull-session to get in. The 11 :15
bell rings and we go to our nex'
class.
This turns out to be Mr. Hawes'
class and he starts the class off
with a joke he thinks is funny. He
starts talking about Janie Sue
Electron and Buster Brown Pro-
ton. It's all very interesting if you
understand it, but even if you don't.
it's fun. Mr. Hawes talks and un-
consciously his right hand sneaks
over and rubs his stomach; he I
starts laughing and before you
know it, the class is in an uproar.
He does this without his left hand
knowing what his right hand is
doing. He's in heaven though
when he is mixing stuff together.
He knows what he'll get but we
don't. At 12:10 when he is talk-
ing, the bell rings and he stops in
the middle of a word, picks up his
book and beats us all to the door.
At this hour we visit Charlie Kest-
ler's room and he is there waiting
for us. He is standing beside th.a
little machine that puts him in his
seventh heaven-and let's skip the
word that tells where it puts us.
This machine is called a rnetron-o-
Life at
scope. It teaches a person how
to read faster. Mr. Kestler star-ts
the machine and very gleefully he
speeds it up. The smile on his face
plainly denotes ecstacy. After it
is finished he asks questions and
then wonders why you don't know
about the lesson. Man, that ma-
chine goes lickety-split! The bell
rings, the class stops, but your eyes
continue to move back and forth
across the room. 1 :05 has arrived
and we go to Mr. Charlie Wil-
liams' class.
Charlie is standing outside his
room with a Chamber of Corn-
merce smile on his face. After all
of his sheep are in the room he
goes to get a drink of water. He
bends over and a thin stream of
H20 (learned that in Chemistry)
comes out and hits him in the eye.
There's been dirty work afoot, but
he smiles and dries his face. He
finally comes in the room and
starts talking, and man does he
talk! He talks so fast that if you
miss one word (well, maybe two or
three-) yOU get behind in work
for three days. He throws the
chalk around his back and when
he tires of this he takes out his
watch chain and goes into a whirl-
ing cyclone. He stops his lesson
when the bell rings and crawls all
top of the desk to get out of the
wild rush that the students start.
An amazed look comes over his
face as he tries to figure out math-
ematicaly how 20 or 30 some odd
people get out of a three foot door
at the same time. It's all done with
mirrors, Charlie.
Bargain
Corner
Savannah Ship Chandlery
& Supply Co.
Ship Supplies-Mill Supplies
117 West Bay Street
Sa vannah, Ga.
~--1JI) The drink
that
everybody
knows
BOT. CO.
When you think
of Fotos
think of Foltz
Foltz Studio
10 Broughton St., W.
"Savannah's Largest
Department Store"
Leopold Adler Co.
FURNITURE
SOLD AT CASH PRICES
On the New Monthly
Plan
Quality Motors, Inc.
-BUICK-
'Vest Broad & Bay Phone 3-2191
Lamas Bros.
CLEANERS
Phone 8900
Well, that's a typical day at ~========
Armstrong and I'm sorry that I - ==
didn't get to all of the teachers
but they are probably glad that I
didn't.
Asher's
"Savannah's Better Shoes
for Mi-Lady"
22 West Broughton St.
Pearson's Home
Bakery
1026 East Park Avenue
Getchell's
5-10 TO $1.00 STORE
1523 Bull Street
FOR QUALITY JEWE,LRY
"Be aWE I S E R Shopper"
Save up to 50 %
Expert Watch and Jewelry
Repairs
Use
BIRDSEY'S FLOUR & FEED
"The Best'''
Corner Bay and .Jefferson Sts.
Savannah, Ga.
Savannah, Georgia
PRINTING
Social and Commercial Printini3
ETl8ral'illf) - Publications
W., Give You the Advanrag~ of High
Grade Printing at Moderate Prices
Cha~ham Printing Co.
109 Wl!st State Street
DIAL 2-1324.....
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FINE'S CHEESEMAN'S
ICE CREAM SHOPS
117 Barnard St.-2428 Waters Ave.
Best Malted Milk in Town-tOe'
Two Dips Ice Cream.'
LADIES'
READY-TO-WEAR
15 West Broughton
Delicious Toasted Sandwiches
Hot Dogs" Dime a Foot
Dairies
